With the help of retreat leaders from the North-East Youth & Young Adult and father Quoc Anh, S.J., the S.E.E.D. retreat weekend will give the children an opportunity to Search, Embark, Experience, and Develop their relationship with Jesus and become closer to GOD as well as their friends, brothers and sisters through different dynamics activities such as: many fun games focus on learning about GOD, each other and self in nature, morning prayer with music and songs, evening Taize, Examen with some quiet moments for gratefulness, entertainment night with skits, dance and music, etc.
As parents, how often do we wake up in the middle of the night and wonder “How do we introduce to our children a personal GOD who loves and cares for us unconditionally?”

“How do we begin presenting Ignatian Spiritual at a level a child can understand to our children?” “What can we do to help our children seek GOD in all things?” and many other questions.

After many years of prayer, our desires had come true. For the first time, the Dong Hanh North-East Region will host a S.E.E.D. retreat weekend for children 6 to 13 year old.

“S.E.E.D. retreat has been one of the most spiritual, fruitful, and heart-felt experiences I have gained.”

— Frank Vuong